
 

 

 
 

Club Resources  
 

This week, let’s start to look at some ways to incorporate the applications 
and tools we shared last week through some unique opportunities: the 
Virtual Tournament and the Train to Win Challenge. 

 
USA Archery hosts a Virtual Tournament for clubs four times each year. This 
spring we invite you to test your skills against some of the USA’s top 

archers, as we’ve invited the senior United States Archery team to submit a 
36-arrow outdoor round.  How will you stack up?! Two lucky participants will 
be drawn at random to receive a USA Archery cap, signed by the USAT 

athlete of their choice! Registration is $10, and details can be found here. 
Consider hosting a virtual scoring session with your club through Zoom, 

Skype, FaceTime or Duo! 
 
USA Archery is also hosting a Train to Win Challenge for athletes to 

participate in. There is no cost and athletes can participate at home at any 
distance, even if they do not have a bow. Points are awarded for repetitions 
and shots on different training activities ranging from stretch band practice 

(1 point per repetition) to virtual elimination matches (worth 4 points per 
arrow shot). Consider setting up a virtual elimination bracket for your club 
using one of the virtual platforms shared last week. Details on the challenge 

can be found in the athlete section of this newsletter. 
 
And finally as a reminder, those of you working with athletes under the age 

of 18, be sure to familiarize yourself with the Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention 
Policy (MAAPP). Specifically, one on one interactions with minors are covered 
on pages 6-7 and social media and electronic communications with minors 

are covered on pages 9-10. Coaches and club leaders should take the 
initiative to share the MAAPP with parents of athletes who are minors and 
get written consent from parents when applicable prior to starting any 

virtual coaching session. 
 

https://www.usarchery.org/events/virtual-tournaments
https://usarchery.drivemarketing.com/accessories/modern-archery-cap.html
https://www.usarchery.org/events/virtual-tournaments
https://www.usarchery.org/resource-center/USA-archery-policies-and-forms/safesport-code
https://www.usarchery.org/resource-center/USA-archery-policies-and-forms/safesport-code

